
 
THE SUMMARY 

 

Kenen Azirbaev is one of the greatest persons, his natural talent 

ennobled composer, performing, improvisatory and poetic art of our 

people to the world heights. 

There is his biography, his songs, poetic poems, terme (cantillate), 

laudatory songs, dastan, aitys, the songs which have been written down 

on the note and kuy. Besides it is possible to hear some works of art in 

own akyn’s performance written down during different years and the 

songs performed by other masters of a song genre in this site. 

Also there is the copy of the documentary film which has been 

made by a film studio of "Qazaqfilm" in honour of 75, 90, of 100-year-

old anniversary of K.Azirbaev in this site, a documentary «Alataudyn 

aqiygy», devoted to the celebrating of 125-year-old anniversary on the 

scale of the republic, created by studio «Turki alemi» in 2009. The 

copies of TV programs such as «Gasyrlar uni», «Kenennin aitystary», 

«Sagyndym Kenen atamdy» have found reflexion enlightening akyn’s 

life and creativity. 

You will find video recordings of the republican competition of 

songs of Kenen Azirbaev «Shyrka dausym!» in this site. This 

competition is spent in Taraz every two years, to hear voices of many 

singers who were taking part in these competitions. There are some 

works of the researchers of the literature and art, of scientists, poets and 

writers who have written about akyn’s life whose creative heritage is 

rich and immortal. 

At the same time, you will know some new materials from akyn’s 

museum, private archive of his successors, some copies of records of 

broadcasts, photos, annals of akyn’s generations. There is a special 

section devoted to awards and other encouragements of the coryphaeus 

of folk art. The full bibliographic list of researching material about the 

well-known master who was a poet - composer, performing creativity is 

separately presented. 
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